
List of documents to be submitted during  PhD. Proposal submission

1. Format for Forwarding the PhD. Proposal 
2. Research Proposal
3. DAC Members reviewers comments
4. Check list for Proposal
5. Summary of Proposal 
6. Appendix – I
7. Format  for  outside  co-Supervisor  (NOC  from  the  co-supervisor's

Institute)
8. Performa  for  DAC  approval  after  incorporating  the  correction  as

suggested by the DAC member
9. Copy of the email notification regarding Ph.D. proposal seminar
10.Two set of copies of the Ph.D. proposal



List of documents to be submitted  for  Ph.D. Thesis Title approval 

1. Format for approval of the Ph.D Thesis Title
2. Performa  for  DAC  approval  after  incorporating  the   correction  /

suggestions suggested by the DAC member
3. Copy of DAC Members Draft thesis reviewers comments (original to be

submitted at the time of final thesis submission)
4. Email notification of the  Pre-submission seminar 
5. List of Publication and journal front page copy 



List of documents to be submitted during the final Ph.D. Thesis 
submission 

1. Spiral Binding Thesis copies (one for each eaminer)
2. Spiral Binding Synopsis copies (one for each eaminer)
3. Format for forwarding the thesis 
4. Soft copy in C.D [(i)Thesis copy with scan copy of certificate

page  in  the  thesis,  (ii)synopsis,  (iii)Turtin  report  and  (iv)
publication details]

5. Original reports of DAC members
6. Printout  of  the  email  notification  for  pre-submission

presentation
7. List  of  examiners  and  vital  information  of  examiners  with

Sealed Envelop (soft copy of examiners list by email to ARD
office)

8. Deposit slip of Rs. 26,100/-, SBI, BITS, Pilani, Goa Centre)
9. ARD/Thesis/1 and ARD/Thesis/2 forms (in duplicate).
10. Format for sending the grade
11. Copy of all grade sheets starting from the first semester

of registration  
12. Copy of PhD. Qualifying examination result sheet
13. Copy of PhD. Proposal approval letter 
14. Turnitin report forwarded by the PhD supervisor


